September 29, 2012
Dear Sir/ Lady:
Human Rights and International Law troubles in Tallinn require immediate intervention. A
Jewish paramilitary group, which includes NATO and the Estonian military, implements satellite
nuclear technology to constantly scan and attack my brain and internal organs. Estonian
policemen protect their activities and participate in biotechnology torture, which involves:
1. Filming the apartment where I stay (which officially belongs to a fabricated family, used
to study the handling of international and national taxation for military purposes and
political repression), talking on the TV set, laptops, radio, and mp4 players, attacking my
brain with a satellite signal that produces pain and burning sensation, hitting internal
organs, depriving me from sleep and work, interfering all my communications,
sabotaging my company files and servers and beaming my head with a drone of a very
high (jumping) frequency. Several neighbors are involved in this hostage-taking,
including a family living in the flat directly above and employees of the UK embassy.
2. Filming streets and public places to attack my brain. Available photographs depict who is
being sent to Tallinn from abroad and prove the participation of the Estonian police and
military. The public prosecutor office was asked to intervene to no avail. (Bandits
interfering my laptop just called me a liar.)
3. Very frequent threats of seclusion in a psychiatric hospital, imprisonment, deportation
and more severe torture.
The United Nations received a message via its official website asking to contact Mr. Kofi Annan
(after he had quit as the Syrian mediator) since mentioned individuals carry out acts of terrorism
on Syrian territory, apparently as part of the strategy of a Swedish banking consortium. The
Estonian president and members of his security have repeatedly partaken in torture that could
potentially extend to (and be used to silence) other witnesses. A New Jersey financial team,
which includes rich emigrants from former USSR republics, deployed agents in Tallinn in
connection with the 2012 Russian Presidential elections and foreign investments (I talked on the
phone with a staff member of a New Jersey Senator and received an email from Senator John
McCain).
The French police (especially policemen linked to the station on Rue de Vaugirard, Paris) have
targeted me for years in the context of the NATO invasion of Libya and the assassination of
Muammar Gaddafi (as understood later). The European Court of Human Rights received a
petition of a case Pedroso vs France in 2009, and the Evidence Gathering Committee of the
International Criminal Court in The Hague, from as early as 2004, accepted information about
specific attacks on civilian aircraft (and other mass murders), perpetrated with the assistance of
the armed forces of several countries (including France and the USA).
I urge you to put diplomatic pressure on the Estonian (and French) police and military forces to
stop this selective assassination operation and start criminal proceedings against mass murderers
currently present in France. In any of the following websites you shall get acquainted with
particulars:
www.artimeconsulting.com
www.biosatellites.com
www.cosmictroops.com
Thank you for any efforts to stop the military Mafia,
M. Pedroso Artime

